PUBLICATIONS OF THE RICHARD RAWLINSON CENTER

Publications of the Richard Rawlinson Center is a scholarly series of monographs and essay collections that present research on the history, literature, and material culture of early medieval England and in its wider chronological and geographical context, including its links with the European Continent and the Celtic world. The series places particular emphasis on the study of manuscripts.

**Geographical Scope**
England and its wider geographical context

**Chronological Scope**
Early medieval

**Further Information**
Proposals or completed manuscripts to be considered for publication by Medieval Institute Publications should be sent to the Acquisitions Editor, Ilse Schweitzer Van Donkelaar (ilse.s.vand@gmail.com) or the Series Editor, Timothy Graham (tgraham@unm.edu). All proposals and submissions are evaluated by members of the International Advisory Board of the Center, with independent peer-reviews commissioned by Medieval Institute Publications. To learn more about the series, contact the Acquisitions or Series Editor or visit our website: [wmich.edu/medievalpublications/books/rawlinson-series/](http://wmich.edu/medievalpublications/books/rawlinson-series/)

**Publishing with MIP**
MIP’s series use literary, historical, and material sources and employ innovative and interdisciplinary approaches to explore what it has meant to be human through the ages. Focusing on the late antique, medieval, and early modern periods, our publications explore such topics as popular culture; the human experience; media, materiality, and otherness; literature and literary culture; art, music, and drama; and religion and spirituality.

MIP offers rapid turn-around times, the newest digital policies, and global distribution. Books are distributed worldwide through our publishing partner, De Gruyter.

**NEW AND FORTHCOMING BOOKS IN THE SERIES**

**Colin A. Ireland,** *The Gaelic Background of Old English Poetry before Bede* (2022)

**Megan E. Hartman,** *Poetic Innovation in Old English, Old Norse, and Old Saxon* (2020)


**Kate Thomas,** *Late Anglo-Saxon Prayer Programs in Practice: Before Books of Hours* (2020)

---


**EDITORIAL BOARD AND SPECIAL ADVISORS**

**TIMOTHY GRAHAM,** Series Editor
University of New Mexico, USA

**LINDY BRADY**
Trinity College Dublin, Ireland

**KEES DEKKER**
Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, The Netherlands

**NICOLE GUENTHER DISCENZA**
University of South Florida, USA

**HELEN FOXHALL FORBES**
Durham University, UK

**SUSAN KIM**
Illinois State University, USA

**ROSALIND LOVE**
Robinson College, Cambridge University, UK

---

MEDIEVAL INSTITUTE PUBLICATIONS, a member of the Association of University Presses based at Western Michigan University, publishes books and journals across the range of late antique, medieval, and early modern studies.

wmich.edu/medievalpublications

Facebook: @MedievalInstitutePublications

Twitter: @MIP_MedPub